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Old and New Anthropological Key Expressions
Each ethnographer has a stock of anthropological key expressions, representing misleadingly simple concepts with the unique power to evoke endless streams of associated meanings and provide countless occasions for anecdotes, descriptionsX and hypotheses, reaching all the way into local or even universal theories of the human mind, the social nature of things, the thingness of human action. Fwor many cultural anthropologists key expressions are either a single word or a pair of words, usually an oppositional set. A classic example is Clifford Geertz's (1983) Another example is the pair ligetAbeya, roughly zknowledge/anger, passion," in Michelle Rosaldo's (1980) ethnography of the Ilongots. For Rosaldo, under- standing how the semantic domains associated with these two terms are organized, and how they are made sense of in everyday practices, means coming to terms with the Ilongot worldview and way of life, including head-hunting practices. As Daniel Rosenberg has rightly pointed out, in this kind of lexically organized representation of culture, we risk essentializing a vast INDEXICAL SPEECH ACROSS SAMOAN COMMUNITIES / ALESSANDRO DURANTI 343 range of complex cultural practices in terms of one or two words (Rosenberg 1990:166) . We also use language in a very limited sense, distilling a few drops of lexical material out of the multifarious and rich usages that characterize any real-life situation.
Yet key expressions have been shown to be powerful tools for the research@r/observer. These words and (more rarely) phrases, smuggled through the invisible and yet quite real customs of anthropological inspection, have the power to connect Elrst us and later our audience to a group of strangers, a place, a time, an unfolding of events that otherwise seem either too ordinary to be worth attention or too extraordinary to be described at all. Key expressions make the experience of ubeing there" not only real but almost scientiElc (Geertz 1988) . Despite my training in linguistics and discourse analysis, I too was attracted to the possibility of representing what were obviously complex social interactions through the use of such expressions-although I chose a phrase describing an action rather than a noun describing a concept.
As a fourth-generation linguistic anthropologist, I
have had a peculiar relationship with the key expressions I used in the field. For one thing, I was not the one who made them up or discovered" them. Not only are there in Samoan no terms corresponding to the English personality," self" or acharacter," but there is also an absence of the corresponding assumptions about the relations of person to social action. A clue to the Samoan notion of person is found in the popular Samoan saying teu le va (take care of the relationship). Contrasted with the Greek dicta Know thyselfn or gTo thine own self be true," this saying suggests something of the difference between Occidental and Samoan orientation. [Shore 1982:136] After a few months of fieldwork, I started to focus on the discourse produced by chiefs and orators during the meetings of the village council (fono). It is a discourse full of fancy metaphors and respectful terms that try to cover or transform (depending on the point of view) the tension that all participants can feel through their bones and hear through their ears. After examining the transcripts of several meetings with long and heated debates about hurt relationships and attempts to mend them, I decided that teu le va was quite appropriate for what the matai (titleholders) are up to in the fono. (The expression actually found in the fono speeches was teuteu le va, which means something like make the relationship beautiful," used as an encouragement to mend the relationship with a nearby village.) The fono enterprise as a whole could be adequately characterized as an attempt to take care (teu) of the relationships (va) among the participants and not only between the village and other political entities. As an event, the fono is a classic conflict-negotiation setting, a crucial step in an unfolding "social drama" (Turner 1974) where talk is used to adisentangle" (Wat- Teu le va also became an expression that Elinor Ochs, Martha Platt, and I used in the field to explain our own or other people's behavior. We used it when we tried to convince ourselves that we should or should not do something, trying to come to terms with the tension between our latent beliefs and ideologies and the ethics of a profession that values empathy (or at least neutrality) over confrontation. In other words, we found that we were also engaged in taking care of the relationship, the one between us and our hosts, the people we had gone to study. In 1993, Elinor Ochs and I started a three-year project in a Samoan community in southern CalifoInia, focusing on children's activities, collective problem solving? and literacy tasks (Duranti and Ochs 1996, in press ).
This time I found Samoans only 30 miles from our house, across several socioeconomic boundaries and close to a freeway exit that I had not explored before this project started. The Samoan families I visited live at walking distance from one another and, more importantly, at walking distance from the Samoan church they all attend (Duranti et al. 1995) .
While examining the transcripts of interactions that I had videotaped during one of the visits to a family in our study, I discovered that many of the imperatives in the mother's directives were about locations in Even Shore's metaphor teu le va, as he points out (1982: 311 n.8), contains a spatial reference. The word va, translated as Zrelationship" in teu le va, also means Zspace" or abetween" when followed by the preposition , as in va-t-taimi ("interval," literally Ubetween times") or va-i-niu (interval between coconut trees) (Milner 1966:310) . It is easy? then, to hypothesize that the social connotation of Urelationshipt in the word va is derived from, or at least related to, the meaning of a physical space between people or things.
Choosing a key expression that deals with location in space entails entering a rich domain of discourse, one that has been subjected to several lines of analysis (Lawrence and Low 1990; Lynch 1993) This is the name given to those aspects of language whose interpretation is relative to the occasion of utterance; to the time of utterance, and to times before and after the time of utterance; to the location of the speaker at the time of utterance; and to the identity of the speaker and the intended audience. [Fillmore 1966:220] Personal pronouns (I, you), demonstratives (this, that), temporal adverbs and prepositions (now, theKn, before), and spatial markers and expressions (here, there, up, down) are classic examples of deictics (Lyons 1977) . Since their meaning shifts from one context to the next, these expressions have also been called shifters by Jespersen (1922; see also Jakobson 1971 see also Jakobson [1957 ).
A Samoan term such as i lalo (at the bottomX down) can only be interpreted relative to a particular person's Same group from another point of view. Photo by Alessandro Duranti, 1981. or object's position in a situation. The request to sit down needs reference to a number of coordinates, including the addressee's starting position or 07ngo (see Hanks 1990) , at the time of the utterance, a position the addressee is asked to abandon, and a target position the addressee is asked to assume.
Deixis, together with the more general phenomenon called indexicality, has received a considerable amount of attention in recent years among linguistic anthropologists, especially thanks to the work of Michael Silverstein and some of his students. Starting with his 1976 paper Shifters, Linguistic Categories, and Cultural Description," Silverstein extended Charles Peirce's work on types of signs and Roman Jakobson's work on deixis into a theotg of indexicality that goes beyond spatiotemporal coordinates to include social reference in both itspresxpposing and creating force. For example, in the English expression this table, the referent of the token of table must be identifiable, must exist cognitively, for the deictic this to be interpretable. This is an example of indexical presupposition. In the case of second-person pronouns such as you in English, Silverstein argues that language is the main or even the only medium through which the social category of addressee/recipient is made to exist. Languages that have socially differentiated second-person pronouns, such as the classic T/V type of distinction of many European languages (French tu/vous, Spanish tu/Usted, German du/Sie, and Italian tu/Voi or tu/Lez) are more extreme examples of systems in which words (in this case pronouns) are used to activate or establish the relevant social coordinates of equality/inequality, solidarity/power (Brown and Gilman 1960) . These are indexes that Silverstein sees as maximally creative or performative."
As we shall see shortly, the creative function of indexes can also be at work in spatial deixis.
William Hanks's (1990) detailed study of deixis in Maya develops some of these insights by integrating a number of theoretical approaches, including MerleauPonty's phenomenological appreciation of the role of the coIporeal field in perception and Irving Goffman's work on frames and participation frameworks. Hanks
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Young boys squatting while playing a fantasy game on the beach, Western Samoa. Photo by Alessandro Duranti, 1981. underscores that uto engage in referential practice is to locate oneself in the world, to occupy a position, however fleetingly, in one or more sociocultural fieldsX (1990:514) . In order to understand spatial expressions, we make hypotheses about the perceptual and cultural horizon against which spatial expressions are used.
This honzon, Hanks reminds us, is constituted by the human body, the socially lived space, and the dynamic relationship between individual space and community spaces.
Within a different and yet related tradition of research, the work of Charles and Marjorie Goodwin on language, bodies, and material tools highlights different aspects of the lived space, focusing on the ways in which it becomes a resource used by participants in an interaction to test their understanding of each other's actions, words included (see C. Goodwin 1994; Goodwin and Goodwin 1996) . These contributions suggest that any expression that makes reference to movement in space must be understood againstperceptually available surfaces, whether material or conceptual. Thus sit downX has a different meaning in English depending on which target hard surfaces are available. In a room with chairs, the action of sitting down would be usually understood not only as meaning sit down on a chair" but also as implying some horizontal ad,justment to make sure that the relevant surface of one's body would match the surface of a Useat" or any other Useat-able" artifact. In some cases the question of which chair one might or should sit on might be obvious or indifferent, but in other cases it might be highly contested. It is not unusual to Emd oneself in a situation in which one does not know where to sit and ends up sitting in the wrong" place. I did this re- In the case of Samoan children growing up in a village, the instruction to nofo i lalo, for instance, is understood differently according to whether they are at school or at home. In a classroom, to sit down" typically means to sit down on one's seat at one's desk.
At home, to sit domrn" means instead to sit on the floor or on a mat that is covering the floor (see Figures   1, 2, and 4) . This is consistent with a general expectation that most interactions inside a house will take place among people who are sitting on the floor, or to be more precise, among people who sit on mats that are lying on the floor. Such expectations cover formal and informal gatherings. Figure 4 , from a photograph taken in 1978, shows a family having a morning meal. Everyone, even the young boy on the left, is sitting cross-legged on a mat on the floor. Furthermore, as is common in many houses in Western Samoa, there are no chairs or other visible pieces of furniture in this house. Figure 5 shows a group of chiefs and their wives sitting in a Samoan-style house (fale Samoa) during a formal Sunday meal (to'ona'i). In this case, sitting down also implies sitting at the periphery of the house floor according to a logic of spatial orientation that pays homage to status and rank distinctions (Duranti 1992 (Duranti , 1994 Shore 1982) .
Sitting on a mat on the floor is the unmarked position for a person who is talking with someone else inside a house. This is conElrmed by a number of cultural practices, including the loud cry 'aumaf fala! (bring in the mats!), which announces that one or more adult visitors are entering the family compound. Furthermore, visitors who come inside the house are expected to sit on the floor before introducing the reason for their visit.
A visit properly begins after the newcomer has sat down, as demonstrated by the fact that the exchange of ceremonial greetings between the hosts and the guests begins only after the guests have located themselves in a particular spot on the floor, usually a front" section already covered by a seating mat (Duranti 1992) .
Samoan family having lunch in a traditional house (fale Samoa), Western Samoa. Photo by Alessandro Duranti, 1978. Chiefs (right and center) and wives (left) during a formal Sunday lunch (to'ona'i), Western Samoa. Photo by Alessandro Duranti, 1988. In my experience, the preference for sitting on the When we look through data collected in southern California, we find that the instruction to sit downX is not as pervasive as in Western Samoa. This is in itself an important index of the changing cultural ecology of evetyday interaction. I did, however, find that in one of the four families we visited the parents often insisted that their younger children Usit down" and Usit properly." In one videotape (recorded June 7, 1993) , over a period of one hour and 20 minutes, I found 14 cases of nofo i lalo and three cases of its polite counterpart, saoya'i i lalo shirt lifted while her siblings are busy carrying out other activities and largely ignoring her. Tina attempts a few new moves, doing acrobatics on the floor (14:52) (Figure 8) , and then, after her brother has tried again to engage her physically by pulling her by the shirt, the mother directs her to sit down. This is phrased as an indirect request, with the special word saofa'i, a respectful verb (RV) usually used in talking about chiefs in their presence. Here it is used, as it is by mothers in Western Samoa, to invoke respectful behavior in a child. This is another case of a creative use of a deictic term, this time a social deictic. But Tina continues not to comply, taking advantage of the fact that her mother is busy monitoring the activities of the older children, one of whom wants to leave the Figure 6 Tina dances following rhythm of music on television show (13:32).
From video by Alessandro Duranti, June 7, 1993. (see below). In contrast with other families in the study, asitting down" for this family means that children sit on the floor, even though there is furniture present and the instruction could be reasonably understood by children as meaning to sit on a chair or a couch. A few seconds later (at 13:53) her brother enters the dance floor with a fake karate move that is not reciprocated (Figure 7 ). She continues, lifting up her T-shirt to make it in the shape of a bikini top, presumably imitating the televised dancers (not visible on camera). This attracts the attention of her older sister, seven-year-old Fala, who reports on her to an older male cousin. The mother hears this report and tells Tina to straighten up her shirt cfa'alelei lou ofu.t) (14:04). But Tina does not follow the instruction; she continues to dance with her My presence, which is explicitly referred to a couple of times, seems occasionally to work more like another excuse or reason to get the children to do something they would be asked to do anyhow. It seems much more reasonable to assume that the instruction to sit down is a common strategy in this household, probably used to control the younger children especially, but not exclusively7 when other adults are around. Given the limited space in the house alld the high number of children-a total of 11, ranging in age from six months to 18 years it is understandable that the mother would want the physically more active ones to calm down a bit. The boy is first asked to move back (soso i kua) (17:23) and then instructed to fold his leg properly (noyo fa'alelei la ia mafa'atai 'ou vae).6 Figure 9 shows the fi- Goodwin (1996) , the interpretation of an indexical expression, down" in this case, is a socially negotiated process that relies on existing artifacts, hand gestures, eye gaze, and previous experiences, which are differently known, stored, and reproduced by different participants in the interaction. But what is most striking to me is that the kind of space that is being pointed to is only partly there, and we are left to wonder how in fact such a space could become part of the context" at all.
Yes, the children know how to satisfy their mother's request, and eventually, however reluctantly, they do give in and sit on the carpet with their legs crossed (fa'atai).
This, they are told, is the proper (or Ugood") way of sitting, of showing respect (fa'aaloalo), when a visitor is around and even more so when the visitor is a man with a movie camera who might show the tape to others. But there is more that is being said; there is more that is expected, more to see, hear, and feel.
The mother's instruction Sit down!" has a power and carries a set of implications that go beyond the usual struggle between adults and children coming together at the end of a long day of work, whether in the workplace, at home, or at school. Using Silverstein's classification of indexes, I suggest that nofo z lalo! must be understood as a highly creative indexical expression, one that does more than mediate between generations and conflicting goals that include watching television, dancing, doing homework, and making decisions. Talking space is a creative act whereby family members can try to infer their identity, while at the same time negotiating their place in history.
Notes
Acknowledgments. Special thanks to James Soli'ai and Elia K. Ta'ase for transcribing some of the segments discussed in this article, and to Benjamin Bailey, Jennifer
Reynolds, and three anonymous reviewers for feedback on an earlier draft. Fieldwork on which this article is based was done in collaboration with Elinor Ochs in Western Samoa (in 197S79, 1981, and 1988) and in Los Angeles (in 1993-95) . The most frequent pronunciation of the phrase nofo i lalo is /nofo i lalo/, due to the fact that in most cases the Samoan spoken in the village is the variety called bad speech" (tautala leanga), where the alveolar segments /n/ and /t/, found in the written form (hence in the citation forms used here) and in the speech of most school and church activities, are replaced by their velar counterparts, namely, /n/ and /k/ (Duranti and Ochs 1986 ). I will also follow Mosel and Hovdhaugen (1992:144) and will not distinguish between the locative i and the directional 'i, which are historically the reflexes of the proto-Polynesian i and ki respectively. This decision is based on a number of factors, including the difficulty that many native speakers currently have making the distinction between the two prepositions and the general tendency not to fully articulate the glottal stop in fast speech.
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2. Abbreviations for interlinear glosses: Aff = affective particle, Dir= locative-directional preposition, Neg = negation, [R] = word expressing respect, TA= tense/aspect marker, and Tag= confirmation particle used in Tag questions.
